The most conspicuous part is the "black box" of 
For photometric evaluation or establishing a data base, digital image processing is an essential part of a system for two-dimensional biochemical analyses. Video or solid-state cameras and drum scanners are commercially available devices for acquiring the image data. The use of drum scanners (1) is restricted to samples on photographic or radiographic ifim; direct measurements on wet gels are impractical. Gels and films can be imaged by video cameras (e.g, [2] [3] [4] . Here data acquisition is fast, but impeded by a small dynamic range, a low signal-noise ratio, and stray light due to the illumination of the whole field of view. 
Mechanical and Optical Components
The most conspicuous part is the "black box" of Figure 1 An intermediate position was found to give better reproducibility. The optical system is a specialized microscope optimized for photometry, not for observation. The light source for transmitted illumination is a halogen-filament lamp, 12 V/100 W.
An epi-illumination insert to measure fluorescent gels or chromatograms fits between the objective Neofluar and the removable reflector. Figure 3 shows this device at the scanner; Figure 4 illustrates its elements. Its light source is a mercury arc lamp, Osram HBO 100W/2. All essential parts of the microscope are regular or modified components of Zeiss microscopes. For further improvements the compensated signal passes an analog square-rooter and an anti-aliasing ifiter before it enters the programmable amplifier and the analog-to-digital converter. The extraction of the square root is a consequence of the Poisson distribution of photoelectrons. In the absence of other sources of noise, a signal S proportional to radiation intensity is composed of an ideal signal S0 and a noise term according to the formula S = S0 + 2NV, where the statistical parameter 2N has zero mean and unit standard deviation. By extractiflg the ,quare root one gets as a very good approximation VS = VS0 + N, which states that the noise is independent of the signal and thus can be 
Electronic Components

Performance Tests
The resolution of 12 bits of the analog-to-digital converter sets a limit of 4096 different levels for the recorded signal. 
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of the art in data acquisition for digital images by using an optimum measuring diaphragm to ensure band-limited optical signals and by extracting the square root of intensities to allow optimal noise reduction by linear filters. Neither feature is yet available in commercial instruments. Secondly, the essential parts of the scanner are available on the market, or modifications of such items. Therefore, the instrument can be built by institutes having access to 
